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RE:  Project File #:  VA-16-007 

  Project Name:  Lone Duck Campground Expansion 

  Parcel Nos.:  83153-00-088, 83153-00-089, 83153-00-063 

 

OWNER: REPRESENTATIVE: 

Steve & Lisa Mack 
8855 W Highway 24 
Cascade, CO 80809 

Debra Eiland, ESQ 
24 South Weber, Suite 300 
Colorado Springs, CO 80903 

 

Commissioner District:  3 

Planning Commission Hearing Date:    2/7/2017 

Board of County Commissioners Hearing Date   2/28/2017 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A request by Steve and Lisa Mack for approval of a variance of use to legalize an 

expansion of the recreation camp on three (3) parcels totaling 4.65 acres zoned R-T 

(Residential Topographic). The parcels are located approximately 0.2 miles southwest 

of the Highway 24 and Chipeta Park Road intersection. The parcels are located within 

the boundaries of the Ute Pass Comprehensive Plan (1982) and within Section 15, 

Township 13 South, Range 68 West of the 6th P.M. 

 

The recreation camp was established in 1965 and then expanded without El Paso 

County approval in 1993. A notice of violation was sent to the property owners in 2013 

resulting in an application for a variance of use and site development plan. The Board of 

County Commissioners approved the variance on September 23, 2014, with conditions. 



The recreation camp was again expanded illegally during the summer of 2015 beyond 

the scope approved by the Board of County Commissioners. Additional cabins were 

placed onsite, the campsites were reconfigured, and a portion of the group campground 

area was converted into individual campsites. A notice of violation was sent to the 

property owner on August 11, 2016.  

 

The applicant is requesting a variance of use application to legalize the additional 

expansion of the recreation camp. In addition to the legalization, the applicant is 

requesting the ability to place additional permanent structures, beyond what is presently 

onsite, on existing camp spaces, such as cabins, yurts, and teepees. The request also 

includes converting the group campground area into individual spaces, allowing for a 

total of 92 spaces including the campsites and cabins  

 

A. PLANNING COMMISSION SUMMARY 

Request Heard:   

Recommendation:   

Waiver Recommendation:   

Vote:   

Vote Rationale:   

Summary of Hearing:   

Legal Notice:   

B. REQUEST/WAIVERS/AUTHORIZATION 

Request:  Approval of an expansion of the variance of use for the recreation camp.  

 

C. CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
Should the Planning Commission and Board of County Commissioners find that the 
request meets the criteria for approval outlined in 5.3.4 (Variance of Use) of the El Paso 
County Land Development Code (2016); staff recommends the following conditions and 
notations: 
 
1. Any subsequent addition or modification to the operation or facility beyond that 

described in the applicant’s letter of intent and as shown on the site plan shall be 
subject to administrative review, and if it is the opinion of the Planning and 
Community Development Department Director that it constitutes a substantial 
increase, then such addition or modification shall be subject to review and approval 
by the Board of County Commissioners. 
 

2. The proposed use shall comply with all requirements of the El Paso County Land 
Development Code and all County, State and federal regulations except for those 
portions varied by this action. 

 



3. The applicant shall seek approval from the Planning and Community Development 
Department of a commercial site development plan within ninety (90) days of 
approval unless otherwise administratively extended by the Planning and 
Community Development Department Director. 

 
4. The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and the applicant have both 

identified that a storage shed is located within State right of way. Per CDOT, the 
shed will not be allowed to be rebuilt in the same location if destroyed. 

 
5. Any future remodeling of the existing structures, the addition of fencing, retaining 

walls, or any obstructions that could be placed in the 100-year floodplain areas shall 
require prior permitting from the FEMA Floodplain Administrator. 

 
6. Pursuant to Section 5.3.4(D) of the Land Development Code, the variance of use 

was reviewed based upon a parcel size of 5.13 acres as stated in the applicant’s 
variance of use application. The 5.13 acres represents the aggregate acreage of all 
three (3) individual parcels, as shown in Exhibit “A”, that collectively comprise the 
Lone Duck Campground and that are under common ownership and control by the 
Applicant.  The Applicant acknowledges that these three (3) parcels shall remain 
under the common ownership so long as they are used as a commercial 
campground, and that if ownership of any of the said three parcels is separated in 
the future, that will be considered a substantial modification of the variance that will 
require the then current owner to seek approval from the El Paso County Board of 
County Commissioners prior to the continuance of the commercial campground use. 

 

NOTATIONS 

1. Variance of use approval includes conditions of approval and the accompanying site 

plan and elevation drawings. No substantial expansion, enlargement, intensification 

or modification shall be allowed except upon reevaluation and public hearing as 

specified in the El Paso County Land Development Code. 

 

2. The Board of County Commissioners may consider revocation and/or suspension if 

zoning regulations and/or variance of use conditions or criteria are being violated, 

preceded by notice and public hearing. 

 
3. Unless otherwise specified by the BOCC, the variance of use shall be deemed 

abandoned, and the variance of use permit shall be of no further force and effect, if: 

a. The primary intended use or activity has not been substantially implemented 

within one year of the BOCC’s approval; or 

b. The primary intended use or activity has been discontinued for a period of 

one year. 

 

 

 



D. APPLICABLE RESOLUTIONS 

 Approval  Page 51 

 Disapproval Page 52 

 
E. LOCATION 

North R-T (Residential Topographic)   Residential 

South R-T (Residential Topographic)   Residential 

East R-T (Residential Topographic)   Commercial 

West R-T (Residential Topographic)   Vacant 

 

F. BACKGROUND 

The three (3) metes and bounds described parcels were legally created prior to the 
El Paso County adoption of the subdivision regulations on July 17, 1972. The 
property was zoned R-T (Residential Topographic) on January 1, 1966, and has not 
been rezoned since that date. The recreational camp was established in 1965. The 
larger parcel has been in continuous operation as a campground since that time, 
and was considered nonconforming prior to the 2014 variance of use. The 
westernmost parcel was purchased in 1993 and the easternmost parcel was 
purchased in 2004.  

 
The middle parcel was considered legal nonconforming due to the campground 

being in existence since prior to introduction of County zoning. The campground was 

expanded into the adjacent parcels after purchase without approval by El Paso 

County. A notice of violation was sent to the property owner for the expansion of the 

recreation camp, which resulted in the owner applying for a variance of use and site 

development plan. Along with the variance of use request, the applicant requested a 

waiver of compliance with Section 6.2.2 of the Land Development Code, which is a 

requirement for fencing to be installed between residential and nonresidential uses. 

Part of the applicant’s justification was based upon the presence of thick vegetation 

that allegedly screens the use during the summer months.  

 

The Board of County Commissioners approved the variance and waiver on 

September 23, 2014, with ten (10) conditions and three (3) notations, which the 

applicant was agreeable to at the time. One of the conditions required the parcels to 

be combined into one parcel. After further research, the applicant discovered, due to 

changes in Fannie Mae mortgage practices, that they cannot refinance their loan to 

remove the restrictions that prevented a combination of parcels. The Board of 

County Commissioners amended the condition at the request of the applicant on 

March 24, 2015, which is now being included as recommended Condition No. 6 on 

this request.  

 



Condition No. 1 of the original approval stated that “[a]pproval is limited to the 
existing campground as expanded and as depicted on the attached site plan 
to be recorded as Exhibit “A””. As mentioned above, the recreation camp was 
illegally expanded beyond the scope previously approved by the Board of 
County Commissioners. The nature of the most recent expansion includes 
placing additional cabins on the property and converted a portion of the group 
camp area into individual established campsites. A notice of violation based 
upon these changes was sent to the property owner on August 11, 2016.  
 
The applicant is requesting this variance of use to legalize the recent 
expansion of the recreation camp. In addition to the legalization, the applicant 
is requesting the ability to place additional permanent structures, beyond 
what is presently onsite, on existing camp spaces, such as cabins, yurts, and 
teepees. The request also includes converting the group campground area 
into individual spaces, allowing for a total of 92 spaces including the 
campsites and cabins.  

 
G. APPROVAL CRITERIA 

1. LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE COMPLIANCE 

In approving a variance of use, the following criteria may be considered: 

 The strict application of any of the provisions of the Code would result in 

peculiar and exceptional practical difficulties or undue hardship; 

 The proposed use is compatible with the surrounding area, harmonious 

with the character of the neighborhood, not detrimental to the surrounding 

area, not detrimental to the future development of the area, and not 

detrimental to the health, safety, or welfare of the inhabitants of the area 

and County; 

 The proposed use will be able to meet air, water, odor or noise standards 

established by County, State and Federal regulations during construction 

and upon completion of the project; 

 The proposed use will comply with all applicable requirements of the Code 

and all applicable County, State and Federal regulations except those 

portions varied by this action; 

 The proposed use will not adversely affect wildlife or wetlands; 

 The applicant has addressed all off-site impacts; 

 The site plan for the proposed variance of use will provide adequate 

parking, traffic circulation, open space, fencing, screening, and 

landscaping; and/or 

 Sewer, water, storm water drainage, fire protection, police protection, and 

roads will be available and adequate to serve the needs of the proposed 

variance of use as designed and proposed. 



The existing use is located within an area that functions as a transitional buffer 

between the residential uses to the southwest and the commercial area and state 

highway (Highway 24) to the northeast, and borders a private recreational lake.  

The original campground established on the central parcel has been in operation 

for nearly 50 years; developed at the time of the surrounding neighborhood.  

The applicant is requesting approval to legalize the prior conversion of the group 

campground area into established campsites as well as the additional cabins 

onsite. Furthermore, the applicant is requesting the ability to place new additional 

permanent structures, beyond what is presently onsite, on existing camp spaces, 

such as cabins, yurts, and teepees. Should the request be exercised to the fullest 

extent, the result would be a total of 92 cabins, yurts, and/or teepees onsite. 

Permanent structures may result in the campground being used year round and 

there potentially being additional visual impacts beyond the impacts associated 

with the facility as it exists today. If the variance is approved, the anticipated 

impacts will be similar to those in existence today, but may be experienced on a 

greater scale. 

 

2. ZONING COMPLIANCE 

A campground is classified under the general use of “recreation camp” as 
defined below: 

 
Recreation Camp 
A place used as a destination point for visitors, for vacationing or other 
recreational purposes which may include permanent structures and 
temporary facilities such as tents or yurts for the use of guests which 
facilities may contain cooking facilities and are used for temporary 
occupancy (not to exceed 30 consecutive days or a total of 90 days in one 
calendar year). This term shall not be interpreted to include hotels, motels, 
restaurants, and theaters but would include land uses commonly 
considered as campgrounds, resorts or retreats. 

 
A recreation camp is not an allowed use in the R-T (Residential Topographic) 

zoning district. Only if the variance of use request is approved will the property be 

in zoning compliance with regard to the existing expanded recreation camp. 

 

3. POLICY PLAN ANALYSIS 

Consistency with the El Paso County Policy Plan (1998) is not a required review 

criteria for a variance of use request. For background, the Policy Plan (1998) has 

a dual purpose; it serves as a guiding document concerning broader land use 

planning issues, and provides a framework to tie together the more detailed sub-

area elements of the County master plan.  Relevant policies are as follows: 

 



Policy 6.3.8 Recognize the need and allow for the reasonable accommodation of 

adequate amounts of land with sufficient infrastructure for land uses of a heavy 

industrial nature and/or considered to be “locally undesirable” within all subareas 

of the County provided the adequate facilities and services will be available. 

Consider the environmental, visual and land use compatibility impacts and 

incorporate, where possible, buffering and screening techniques to address 

compatibility with surrounding uses.  

 

Goal 7.1 Reasonably accommodate unique and special uses which provide 

value to the greater community and which can be made consistent with 

surrounding uses. 

 

Policy 7.1.2 Consider future combined impact of potential additional land use 

requests when considering individual applications for special or unique land 

uses.  

 

A campground is identified as one of several uses listed in the Policy Plan that 

may be considered “ancillary to traditional land uses” (General Policies page 45). 

Other “ancillary uses” identified in the Plan include institutional uses, mining 

operations, agriculture-oriented businesses, shooting ranges, and towers.  The 

Plan recognizes the difficulties in siting these types of special or unique land 

uses. These uses can sometimes be considered “locally undesirable” and can be 

controversial in nature.  

 

The original campground has been in existence since 1965 but has been 

expanded contrary to the regulations several times within the past thirty years. 

Approval of the most recent expansion would result in a group campground area 

being converted into established individual camping spaces and additional cabins 

being placed onsite. Furthermore, the applicant has requested that other 

structures be allowed with the variance of use, such as yurts or teepees. The 

potential additional impacts due to the expansion may result in additional noise 

and permanent visual obstructions to the surrounding parcels.  

 

The campground is primarily used during the summer months when the 

vegetation muffles the noise and partially screens adjacent properties from 

seeing the camp sites. Permanent structures may result in the campground being 

used year-round, including during the wintertime when the screening quality of 

the deciduous vegetation would be minimal.  

 

 



4. SMALL AREA PLAN ANALYSIS 

Consistency with the small area plan is not a required finding for approval of a 
variance of use request. For background purposes, this site is located within the 
Ute Pass Comprehensive Plan (1982). The small area plan specifically 
addresses the potential for recreation based commercial activities in the area. 
The plan supports commercial activities in this area as long as they are 
introduced and expanded upon along the existing commercial corridor along 
Highway 24. This site was established as a campground in 1965 and is 
surrounded by other commercial and recreational uses to the east and west. 

 

5. OTHER MASTER PLAN ELEMENTS 

The El Paso County Wildlife Habitat Descriptors (1996) identifies the property as 
having a high wildlife impact potential.  Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW), the 
United States Army Corps of Engineers, and El Paso County Community 
Services Department, Environmental Division, were each sent a referral and 
have no outstanding comments 

 
The Master Plan for Mineral Extraction (1996) identifies potential decomposed 

granite deposits in the area of the subject property.  A mineral rights certification 

was prepared by the applicant indicating that, upon researching the records of El 

Paso County, no severed mineral rights exist 

 

H. PHYSICAL SITE CHARACTERISTICS 

1. HAZARDS 

Please see Section 3 Floodplain below for information on the floodplain. 

 

2. WILDLIFE 

The El Paso County Wildlife Descriptors Map (1996), adopted as an element of 

the El Paso County Master Plan, shows this area as having high potential impact 

to wildlife.  

 

3. FLOODPLAIN 

FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) panel number 08041C0490F shows 

that a large portion of the property is located within the 100-year floodplain (Zone 

AE) of Upper Fountain Creek. The applicant has an evacuation plan in place in 

the event there is a flood. Development within the floodplain requires approval 

from the Floodplain Administrator.  The FEMA Floodplain Administrator was sent 

a referral and has no outstanding comments.  

 

4. DRAINAGE AND EROSION 

The property is located within the Upper Fountain drainage basin (FOFO4000) 

which has no associated drainage or bridge fees.  A drainage report was not 



required since the proposed changes to the recreation camp from the previous 

variance of use (VA-14-004) application are not anticipated to have a significant 

impact on drainage. 

 

5. TRANSPORTATION 

The property is accessed via State Highway 24 which is owned and maintained 

by CDOT.  CDOT issued State Highway Access Permit number 214037 to Lone 

Duck Campground on September 4, 2014. 

 

A traffic impact study was not required and the county road impact fee does not 

apply to this request because the variance of use is not expected to generate 

100 more daily vehicle trips than the property would be expected to generate 

under the previous zoning. 

 

I. SERVICES 

1. WATER 

The property is served by an existing well. 

 

2. SANITATION 

The property is serviced by a septic system issued in 1976 by the El Paso 

County Health Department.  

 

3. EMERGENCY SERVICES 

The parcel is located within the Green Mountain Falls/Chipita Park Fire 

Department. The Fire Department was sent a referral and did not provide a 

response. 

 

4. UTILITIES 

Colorado Springs Utilities provides natural gas and electrical service to the 

property. 

 

5. METROPOLITAN DISTRICTS 

The property is not within the limits of a metro district. 

 

6. PARKS/TRAILS 

No park fees or land dedication in lieu of fees are required for this application. 

 

7. SCHOOLS 

No school fees or land dedication in lieu of fees are required with this application. 

 



K. PUBLIC COMMENT AND NOTICE 

The Planning and Community Development Department notified fourteen (14) 

adjoining property owners on January 18, 2017, for the Planning Commission 

meeting.  Responses will be provided at the hearing. 

 

L. ATTACHMENTS 

Vicinity Map 

Letter of Intent 

Drawing 

Staff Report from VA-14-004 

 

 
















































































































